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This lesson includes the second Critical Juncture Assessment of the unit and the opportunity for students to deepen
their understanding of solubility and of possible flavor ingredients. First, students use the text features in the unit’s
reference book, Food Scientists’ Handbook, to find and read information about how properties of the molecules in
sugar and citric acid affect the properties that are observable in a substance. Students then engage with the Modeling
Matter Simulation, providing one more opportunity for them to connect the properties of molecules with the observable
characteristics of the resultant mixture. This will also provide an opportunity for students to gain a more nuanced
understanding—that substances can be slightly mixed, mostly mixed, completely mixed, or not mixed at all. To
conclude the lesson, students use all they have learned to evaluate two contrasting explanations of why sugar dissolves
in water, and pepper does not. They evaluate the explanations based on the features they have learned about what
makes a strong scientific argument, and they provide recommendations for improving each explanation. The purpose
of this lesson is to provide concluding experiences with solubility that will allow the teacher to figure out whether or not
students are ready to move on to Chapter 3, which will focus on why liquids stay mixed or separate.

Anchor Phenomenon:Anchor Phenomenon: A salad dressing has sediments and layers.
InInvveesstigtigativative Phenomenon:e Phenomenon: Sugar and citric acid disappear when mixed with water; cumin and pepper do not.

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• Reference books use text features (such as the table of contents, headings, and an index) to indicate how the
information is organized. This helps readers find information efficiently.

• There is a continuum of solubility—ingredients can be more soluble or less soluble.

• Scientific explanations can be evaluated based on how clearly they are written and the accuracy of the scientific
information they contain.
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Students read in the reference book about citric acid and sugar in order to add
to their understanding about these substances.

Instructional Guide
1. Sho1. Show sw studenttudents thes the FFood Sood Scientiscientist't's Handbooks Handbook..

2. Dis2. Distributtribute booke bookss.. Distribute one copy of the book to each pair of students. Ask them to turn to the table of contents
on page 3.

33. P. Point out the toint out the table oable of cf contontentents and indes and index.x. Show students that the book has different sections in the table of contents
(also referred to as the contents), including several kinds of ingredients. They could find information about a specific
ingredient in the table of contents or they could look in the index at the back of the book and search alphabetically for a
particular ingredient.

1
READING

Reading More About
Ingredients

2 3

Reading More About
Ingredients

15
MIN

One way that scientists find out about things they cannot observe, such as why solids dissolve or do not dissolve
in liquids, is by reading what other scientists have found out about those things.

You may remember this reference book that you explored at the beginning of the unit. A reference book has a lot
of information about many related topics, and it isn’t meant to be read all the way through at one time. Usually,
readers use reference books to find more information about a specific topic.

Since both sugar and citric acid are possible flavor ingredients that could be used in the salad dressing, you will
read about those two ingredients today. See what you can infer based on all you have learned so far.
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44. P. Prroject Roject Reeading about Sugading about Sugar and Citric Aar and Citric Acid.cid.

55. Dis. Distributtribute booke books and ss and studenttudents rs reead.ad. Distribute one copy of the book to each pair of students. Have them read the
sections and discuss their ideas.

66. D. Debrieebrieff.. When students have finished reading, have a few partners share what they discussed. Emphasize ideas
about the properties of the molecules affecting the observable properties of the substance. Encourage students to refer
to the text as they share their responses.

Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Te: Todaodayy’’s Ds Daily Waily Writtritten Ren Reflectioneflection
How do models help explain solubility? This prompt (on page 49 of the Investigation Notebook) helps students think
about how visual representations can accompany written explanations to help scientists communicate their inferences
and understanding of scientific phenomenon.

Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Te: Teext Fxt Feeaturatureess
In this lesson, students review how to use the table of contents and the Index in order to turn directly to specific pages
to read about particular ingredients. If students are unfamiliar with using these text features to search for information,
spend some time explicitly teaching and practicing how to use these text features. Turn to the table of contents and ask
students questions about how it is organized. [By topics, with headers and subheaders.] Point out that the page
numbers are arranged in numerical order. By contrast, point out how the items in the index are arranged in alphabetical
order. Ask questions that help students think about when they might choose one text feature over the other. For

Read about citric acid and sugar and then discuss these questions with your partners.
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instance, you could ask, “What if you knew you wanted to look up cumin? Where would you look?” [In the index since
it’s arranged in alphabetical order]. What if you wanted to look up a color ingredient but wasn’t sure which one? [Table
of contents since it’s arranged by topic.]

Background

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Re: Reeffererencence Be Bookookss
A major goal of this curriculum program is to deepen students’ awareness of and experience with the genres of
informational science text they are likely to encounter in school and in their lives outside of school. Learning effective
strategies and approaches for comprehension and authentic uses of informational text is extremely important, yet
reading these texts can be challenging for many students. Students may need support using a reference book. Some
readers may struggle with understanding where to look. The use of the reference book in this lesson is designed to
provide an opportunity for students to search for information about what happens at the nanoscale for two ingredients
that dissolve in water.

Instructional Suggestion

Going FGoing Further: Rurther: Reead About Other Flaad About Other Flavvor Ingror Ingredientedientss
If students finish early, or if they need more of a challenge, ask them to read about one of the other flavor ingredients in
the reference book. Students can make a case for why the ingredient should or should not be a candidate for the salad
dressing, based on whether or not it dissolves in water and other factors (such as taste).
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Pairs work in the Solubility mode of the Simulation and answer questions about
mixing and attraction.

Instructional Guide
1. C1. Connect tonnect to neo next activitxt activityy.. Point out that the class has been learning a lot about possible flavor ingredients, in particular
those that are soluble in water. They have just read about some ingredients, now they are going to revisit the Simulation
to learn more about the degree to which substances are soluble.

2. Intr2. Introducoduce note notebook pebook pagageess.. Have students turn to pages 50–51, Making Mixtures in the Simulation, in their
notebooks. Explain that pairs will work in the Solubility mode of the Simulation to create the combinations of molecules
they see in the first column of the table in the notebook (on page 51). They will indicate the degree to which each
substance was mixed and then record their evidence. Point out that partners will choose the combinations of molecules
for the last row. Also point out that students should answer the question at the bottom of page 51.

33. P. Prroject the Soject the Solubilitolubility mode oy mode of the Simulation and ef the Simulation and explain the activitxplain the activityy.. Go to the Students Apps Page and select the
Modeling Matter unit. Remind students how to select the Simulation and then the Solubility mode.

44. Model s. Model selecting moleculeelecting molecules in the Simulation and rs in the Simulation and rececorording in the notding in the notebook.ebook. Explain that you will demonstrate how to
select the first combination of molecules and fill in the example on page 50 in the notebook. Let students know that
they should fill in the example with you.

Have students write “high” in their notebooks as you write it on the projected page on the board.

1

2
SIM

Critical Juncture: Making
Models of Mixing

3

Critical Juncture: Making
Models of Mixing

25
MIN

• In the Simulation, select Molecule 2 and place it in one side of the petri dish. Then, select Molecule 3 and place it
in the other side of the petri dish.

These two molecules have a high attraction to each other. In the first column on page 50, I’m going to record the
level of attraction between the two molecules. In the space between the two arrows, I’m going to write “high.”

Lesson 2.5
Activity 2
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55. Dis. Distributtribute digite digital deal devicviceess.. Distribute one digital device to each pair of students.

66. Critic. Critical Junctural Juncture: Pe: Partnerartners ws work with the Simulation and rork with the Simulation and rececorord in their notd in their notebookebookss.. Circulate as students work and
take note of their responses.

77. C. Collect digitollect digital deal devicvicees and rs and reeffocus the clasocus the class’ atts’ attention.ention. Ask students to make sure that their digital devices are turned
off.

88. D. Debrieebrief the activitf the activityy..

If it is not mentioned, take the opportunity to point out the following:

• Model how to press ZOOM IN and then think aloud as you make an observation at the nanoscale.

I chose Molecule 2 and Molecule 3, and now I will stir the molecules. When I stir the molecules, I am spreading
them around more evenly. I am observing whether or not the molecules connect with one another to form
clusters.

I notice that Molecules 2 are connecting with Molecules 3, and I can see the black outline around these groups of
molecules.

• Model how to go back to the Sim and rewatch the run by moving the slider back to the beginning and pressing
PLAY.

After watching this, I am going to make an inference that these two substances would mix together—they would
dissolve. I think this because Molecules 2 and Molecules 3 were attracted to one another and formed clusters.

It's not like the cinnamon molecules in the book Solving Dissolving, which made big clusters on their own at the
nanoscale and stayed separate from the water at the observable scale.

In the second column of the table, I will write “mostly mixed.” In the third column of the table, where it says What
is your evidence?, I will write “Molecules 2 and Molecules 3 are connecting to one another, forming clusters with
black outlines that are made up of both kinds of molecules. Molecules 3 also connect to other Molecules 3.”

• Let students know that when partners begin working in the Sim, they will fill in the table on page 51. First, they will
choose Molecules 1 and 5, and then they will choose Molecules 2 and 4. Point out that the molecules in the last
row of the table have not been filled in. Partners can choose their own combination of molecules for the last run
of the Sim.

What did you notice about what happened when different molecules were combined?
[Some were more mixed than others.]

Not all substances mix, or dissolve, equally. Some substances mix completely, some are mostly mixed, some are
only slightly mixed, and some are not mixed at all.

Modeling Matter
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Invite students to share their results. Help them describe the results in relative terms: as completely mixed, mostly
mixed, slightly mixed, or not mixed at all.

Embedded Formative Assessment

Teacher Support
Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: Making Mixturals: Making Mixturees in the Simulations in the Simulation
The dynamic models of mixing in the Simulation provide another layer of support as students develop ideas about how
molecular attraction affects mixing. The representation of attraction between molecules as compatible shapes (shapes
that fit into one another) in the Simulation builds upon the models that students interpreted in the book Solving
Dissolving. Students are primarily focused on attraction between different kinds of molecules in this Simulation
investigation. However, the visual model they see incorporates attraction between like molecules as well. By seeing this
kind of attraction in the Simulation, students are primed for the next lesson in which they more explicitly explore
attraction between like molecules (e.g., water molecules’ attraction to other water molecules).

CriticCritical Junctural Juncture Ae Asssseesssment 2: Applying Undersment 2: Applying Underssttanding oanding of Af Attrttraction taction to Eo Explain Disxplain Disssolvingolving

AAsssseesss unders underssttanding:anding: Students’ responses on pages 50–51, Making Mixtures in the Simulation, in the notebook
provide an opportunity to assess their understanding of the role of the level of attraction between different kinds of
molecules in solubility. After class, review the inferences students made, focusing on whether they are inferring that
higher levels of attraction result in dissolving (e.g., high attraction between molecules results in substances looking
dissolved) and from the evidence they offer (e.g., the molecules in the model form clusters with both kinds of molecules
when there is high attraction between them).

TTailor insailor instruction:truction: If a large proportion of the class is not attending to attraction between molecules as determining
whether a substance dissolves or not noticing differences in what the molecules do in the Simulation, have the class
complete the optional notebook pages 56–57, Evaluating a Dissolving Model. First, students will review the models of
dissolving and not dissolving in Solving Dissolving. Next, they will evaluate an inaccurate model of dissolving in their
notebooks. This will focus students on the role of molecular attraction in creating liquids that mix or don’t mix.
Following are the questions from page 57 in the notebook, along with possible student responses.

• What does this model show well about dissolving?
[It shows that sugar molecules and water molecules get evenly distributed when sugar dissolves in water. ]

• What does this model not show well about dissolving?
[It does not show that sugar molecules are attracted to water molecules and that this is why they get evenly
distributed.]

• Describe what you would change about this model.
[I would make the sugar molecules and water molecules attach to each other to show that sugar and water are
attracted to each other. I would change the label to say that sugar molecules are attracted to water molecules, so
they spread apart and mix evenly with the water molecules.]

Lesson 2.5
Activity 2
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Rationale

TTechnology Notechnology Note: Gre: Gradual Radual Releeleasase oe of Rf Reesponsibilitsponsibilityy
Students’ second activity in the Modeling Matter Simulation is a more targeted activity. Students are looking for
particular connections between different combinations of molecules. It is through this type of repeated practice and a
gradual release of responsibility that students become adept at what may at first seem like an advanced practice.

Possible Responses

Simulation: SSimulation: Solubilitolubility modey mode

PPurpourposse:e: Students investigate different molecule combinations in the Sim to make connections about the role of
attraction between different molecules and mixing at the observable scale.

What sWhat studenttudents should do and notics should do and notice in the Sim:e in the Sim: For each of the specified pairs of molecules, students will drag the
molecules into the petri dish and first note the level of attraction between the two kinds of molecules. Then, students
press ZOOM IN to view the molecules at the nanoscale, observe the interactions between the different kinds of
molecules, and make an inference about how mixed the substances would look at the observable scale: completely
mixed, mostly mixed, slightly mixed, or not mixed. When asked for their evidence, students should attend to the
interactions between the different kinds of molecules, noting whether their shapes interlock and form outlined clusters
containing both kinds of molecules.

The teacher demonstrates the first pair of molecules (Molecules 2 and Molecules 3) for the class. Molecules 2 and
Molecules 3 have a high level of attraction, and interlock, forming clusters with black outlines that are made up of both
kinds of molecules (see clusters circled in white in the image below). The teacher concludes that this combination
would look mostly mixed at the observable scale. Note that within some clusters, Molecules 3 attract Molecules 3, but
attraction among molecules of the same kind is not the focus of this lesson.
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Students then work in pairs to investigate three more molecule combinations, one of which they choose on their own.
The results for Molecules 1 and 5 and Molecules 2 and 4 are shown below. For a summary of the outcomes for other
molecule combinations, please refer to Table 2: Summary of Level of Mixing by Kind of Molecule in Overview of the Apps
in This Unit (in Unit Overview).
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InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
Making MixturMaking Mixturees in the Simulations in the Simulation (pages 50–51)

EExxample: 2 and 3:ample: 2 and 3: high, mostly mixed, Molecules 2 and Molecules 3 are connecting to one another, forming clusters
with black outlines that are made up of both kinds of Molecules. Molecules 3 also connect to other Molecules 3.

1 and 5:1 and 5: low, not mixed, Molecules 1 and Molecules 5 don’t connect to one another and don’t form clusters made up of
both kinds of molecules.
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2 and 4:2 and 4: high, completely mixed, Molecules 2 and Molecules 4 connect to one another, forming clusters made up of
both kinds of molecules.

QQueuesstiontion
If the solid dissolves in the liquid, it means that their molecules must be highly attracted to one another. On the
nanoscale, the molecules would form clusters made up of both kinds of molecules.
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50

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Modeling Matter—Lesson 2.5

Making Mixtures in the Simulation

1. In the Solubility mode of the Simulation, create the combinations of 
molecules listed in the first column of the table on the next page.

• In the space between the two arrows, record the level of attraction 
between the two molecules. 

2. In the second column, circle how mixed the two substances are.

3. In the third column, record your evidence. What did you observe  
that makes you think the substances will interact in that way?

4. Answer the question at the bottom of the next page.

Level of attraction 
between molecules of 
these two substances

How mixed 
are these two 
substances?

What is your evidence?

Example: completely mixed

mostly mixed

slightly mixed

not mixed

2 3

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use.



51

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Modeling Matter—Lesson 2.5

Making Mixtures in the Simulation (continued)

Level of attraction 
between molecules of 
these two substances

How mixed 
are these two 
substances?

What is your evidence?

completely mixed

mostly mixed

slightly mixed

not mixed

completely mixed

mostly mixed

slightly mixed

not mixed

completely mixed

mostly mixed

slightly mixed

not mixed

Based on what you've learned about mixing and dissolving, if a solid 
dissolves into a liquid, what does it mean about the properties of their 
molecules? Describe what it would look like on the nanoscale.

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

2

1 5

4

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use.



Students read in the reference book about citric acid and sugar in order to add
to their understanding about these substances.

Instructional Guide
1. Sho1. Show sw studenttudents thes the FFood Sood Scientiscientist't's Handbooks Handbook..

2. Dis2. Distributtribute booke bookss.. Distribute one copy of the book to each pair of students. Ask them to turn to the table of contents
on page 3.

33. P. Point out the toint out the table oable of cf contontentents and indes and index.x. Show students that the book has different sections in the table of contents
(also referred to as the contents), including several kinds of ingredients. They could find information about a specific
ingredient in the table of contents or they could look in the index at the back of the book and search alphabetically for a
particular ingredient.

1
READING

Reading More About
Ingredients

2 3

Reading More About
Ingredients

15
MIN

Una manera en la que los científicos averiguan algo sobre las cosas que no pueden observar, como por qué los
sólidos se disuelven o no se disuelven en líquidos, es leyendo lo que otros científicos han averiguado sobre esas
cosas.

Tal vez recuerden este libro de referencia que exploraron al principio de la unidad. Un libro de referencia tiene
mucha información sobre muchos temas relacionados, y no está diseñado para leerse hasta el final de una vez.
Usualmente, los lectores usan libros de referencia para encontrar más información sobre un tema específico.

Como tanto el azúcar como el ácido cítrico son posibles ingredientes de sabor que podrían usarse en el aderezo
para ensaladas, hoy leerán sobre estos dos ingredientes. Vean lo que pueden inferir con base en lo que han
aprendido hasta ahora.

Modeling Matter
Lesson Guides
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Activity 1
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44. P. Prroject Roject Reeading about Sugading about Sugar and Citric Aar and Citric Acid.cid.

55. Dis. Distributtribute booke books and ss and studenttudents rs reead.ad. Distribute one copy of the book to each pair of students. Have them read the
sections and discuss their ideas.

66. D. Debrieebrieff.. When students have finished reading, have a few partners share what they discussed. Emphasize ideas
about the properties of the molecules affecting the observable properties of the substance. Encourage students to refer
to the text as they share their responses.

Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Te: Todaodayy’’s Ds Daily Waily Writtritten Ren Reflectioneflection
How do models help explain solubility? This prompt (on page 49 of the Investigation Notebook) helps students think
about how visual representations can accompany written explanations to help scientists communicate their inferences
and understanding of scientific phenomenon.

Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Te: Teext Fxt Feeaturatureess
In this lesson, students review how to use the table of contents and the Index in order to turn directly to specific pages
to read about particular ingredients. If students are unfamiliar with using these text features to search for information,
spend some time explicitly teaching and practicing how to use these text features. Turn to the table of contents and ask
students questions about how it is organized. [By topics, with headers and subheaders.] Point out that the page
numbers are arranged in numerical order. By contrast, point out how the items in the index are arranged in alphabetical
order. Ask questions that help students think about when they might choose one text feature over the other. For

Lean sobre el ácido cítrico y el azúcar y luego discutan estas preguntas en parejas.

Lesson 2.5
Activity 1
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instance, you could ask, “What if you knew you wanted to look up cumin? Where would you look?” [In the index since
it’s arranged in alphabetical order]. What if you wanted to look up a color ingredient but wasn’t sure which one? [Table
of contents since it’s arranged by topic.]

Background

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Re: Reeffererencence Be Bookookss
A major goal of this curriculum program is to deepen students’ awareness of and experience with the genres of
informational science text they are likely to encounter in school and in their lives outside of school. Learning effective
strategies and approaches for comprehension and authentic uses of informational text is extremely important, yet
reading these texts can be challenging for many students. Students may need support using a reference book. Some
readers may struggle with understanding where to look. The use of the reference book in this lesson is designed to
provide an opportunity for students to search for information about what happens at the nanoscale for two ingredients
that dissolve in water.

Instructional Suggestion

Going FGoing Further: Rurther: Reead About Other Flaad About Other Flavvor Ingror Ingredientedientss
If students finish early, or if they need more of a challenge, ask them to read about one of the other flavor ingredients in
the reference book. Students can make a case for why the ingredient should or should not be a candidate for the salad
dressing, based on whether or not it dissolves in water and other factors (such as taste).

Modeling Matter
Lesson Guides

Lesson 2.5
Activity 1
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Pairs work in the Solubility mode of the Simulation and answer questions about
mixing and attraction.

Instructional Guide
1. C1. Connect tonnect to neo next activitxt activityy.. Point out that the class has been learning a lot about possible flavor ingredients, in particular
those that are soluble in water. They have just read about some ingredients, now they are going to revisit the Simulation
to learn more about the degree to which substances are soluble.

2. Intr2. Introducoduce note notebook pebook pagageess.. Have students turn to pages 50–51, Making Mixtures in the Simulation, in their
notebooks. Explain that pairs will work in the Solubility mode of the Simulation to create the combinations of molecules
they see in the first column of the table in the notebook (on page 51). They will indicate the degree to which each
substance was mixed and then record their evidence. Point out that partners will choose the combinations of molecules
for the last row. Also point out that students should answer the question at the bottom of page 51.

33. P. Prroject the Soject the Solubilitolubility mode oy mode of the Simulation and ef the Simulation and explain the activitxplain the activityy.. Go to the Students Apps Page and select the
Modeling Matter unit. Remind students how to select the Simulation and then the Solubility mode.

44. Model s. Model selecting moleculeelecting molecules in the Simulation and rs in the Simulation and rececorording in the notding in the notebook.ebook. Explain that you will demonstrate how to
select the first combination of molecules and fill in the example on page 50 in the notebook. Let students know that
they should fill in the example with you.

Have students write “high” in their notebooks as you write it on the projected page on the board.

1

2
SIM

Critical Juncture: Making
Models of Mixing

3

Critical Juncture: Making
Models of Mixing

25
MIN

• In the Simulation, select Molecule 2 and place it in one side of the petri dish. Then, select Molecule 3 and place it
in the other side of the petri dish.

Estas dos moléculas tienen un alto nivel de atracción entre sí. En la primera columna en la página 50, voy a
apuntar el nivel de atracción entre las dos moléculas. En el espacio entre las dos flechas, voy a escribir "alto".

Lesson 2.5
Activity 2
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55. Dis. Distributtribute digite digital deal devicviceess.. Distribute one digital device to each pair of students.

66. Critic. Critical Junctural Juncture: Pe: Partnerartners ws work with the Simulation and rork with the Simulation and rececorord in their notd in their notebookebookss.. Circulate as students work and
take note of their responses.

77. C. Collect digitollect digital deal devicvicees and rs and reeffocus the clasocus the class’ atts’ attention.ention. Ask students to make sure that their digital devices are turned
off.

88. D. Debrieebrief the activitf the activityy..

If it is not mentioned, take the opportunity to point out the following:

• Model how to press ZOOM IN and then think aloud as you make an observation at the nanoscale.

Elegí la Molécula 2 y la Molécula 3, y ahora revolveré las moléculas. Cuando revuelvo las moléculas, las estoy
esparciendo de manera más uniforme. Estoy observando si las moléculas se conectan o no unas con otras para
formar grupos.

Noto que las Moléculas 2 se están conectando con las Moléculas 3, y puedo ver el contorno negro alrededor de
estos grupos de moléculas.

• Model how to go back to the Sim and rewatch the run by moving the slider back to the beginning and pressing
PLAY.

Después de observar esto, voy a hacer una inferencia de que estas dos sustancias se mezclarían, es decir, se
disolverían. Pienso esto porque las Moléculas 2 y las Moléculas 3 se atrajeron unas a otras y formaron grupos.

No es como las moléculas en la canela en el libro Resolviendo la disolución, las cuales hicieron grupos grandes
independientes a la nanoescala y se mantuvieron separadas del agua a la escala observable.

En la segunda columna de la tabla, escribiré "mayormente mezcladas". En la tercera columna de la tabla, donde
dice ¿Cuál es tu evidencia?, escribiré "Las Moléculas 2 y las Moléculas 3 se están conectando unas con otras,
formando grupos con contornos negros que están hechos de ambos tipos de moléculas. Las Moléculas 3
también se conectan con otras Moléculas 3".

• Let students know that when partners begin working in the Sim, they will fill in the table on page 51. First, they will
choose Molecules 1 and 5, and then they will choose Molecules 2 and 4. Point out that the molecules in the last
row of the table have not been filled in. Partners can choose their own combination of molecules for the last run
of the Sim.

¿Qué notaron sobre lo que sucedió cuando se combinaron diferentes moléculas?
[Algunas estaban más mezcladas que otras].

Modeling Matter
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Invite students to share their results. Help them describe the results in relative terms: as completely mixed, mostly
mixed, slightly mixed, or not mixed at all.

Embedded Formative Assessment

Teacher Support
Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: Making Mixturals: Making Mixturees in the Simulations in the Simulation
The dynamic models of mixing in the Simulation provide another layer of support as students develop ideas about how
molecular attraction affects mixing. The representation of attraction between molecules as compatible shapes (shapes

No todas las sustancias se mezclan, o disuelven, de manera igual. Algunas sustancias se mezclan
completamente, algunas están mayormente mezcladas, algunas están solo ligeramente mezcladas y algunas no
están mezcladas en absoluto.

CriticCritical Junctural Juncture Ae Asssseesssment 2: Applying Undersment 2: Applying Underssttanding oanding of Af Attrttraction taction to Eo Explain Disxplain Disssolvingolving

AAsssseesss unders underssttanding:anding: Students’ responses on pages 50–51, Making Mixtures in the Simulation, in the notebook
provide an opportunity to assess their understanding of the role of the level of attraction between different kinds of
molecules in solubility. After class, review the inferences students made, focusing on whether they are inferring that
higher levels of attraction result in dissolving (e.g., high attraction between molecules results in substances looking
dissolved) and from the evidence they offer (e.g., the molecules in the model form clusters with both kinds of molecules
when there is high attraction between them).

TTailor insailor instruction:truction: If a large proportion of the class is not attending to attraction between molecules as determining
whether a substance dissolves or not noticing differences in what the molecules do in the Simulation, have the class
complete the optional notebook pages 56–57, Evaluating a Dissolving Model. First, students will review the models of
dissolving and not dissolving in Solving Dissolving. Next, they will evaluate an inaccurate model of dissolving in their
notebooks. This will focus students on the role of molecular attraction in creating liquids that mix or don’t mix.
Following are the questions from page 57 in the notebook, along with possible student responses.

• What does this model show well about dissolving?
[It shows that sugar molecules and water molecules get evenly distributed when sugar dissolves in water. ]

• What does this model not show well about dissolving?
[It does not show that sugar molecules are attracted to water molecules and that this is why they get evenly
distributed.]

• Describe what you would change about this model.
[I would make the sugar molecules and water molecules attach to each other to show that sugar and water are
attracted to each other. I would change the label to say that sugar molecules are attracted to water molecules, so
they spread apart and mix evenly with the water molecules.]

Lesson 2.5
Activity 2

Modeling Matter
Lesson Guides
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that fit into one another) in the Simulation builds upon the models that students interpreted in the book Solving
Dissolving. Students are primarily focused on attraction between different kinds of molecules in this Simulation
investigation. However, the visual model they see incorporates attraction between like molecules as well. By seeing this
kind of attraction in the Simulation, students are primed for the next lesson in which they more explicitly explore
attraction between like molecules (e.g., water molecules’ attraction to other water molecules).

Rationale

TTechnology Notechnology Note: Gre: Gradual Radual Releeleasase oe of Rf Reesponsibilitsponsibilityy
Students’ second activity in the Modeling Matter Simulation is a more targeted activity. Students are looking for
particular connections between different combinations of molecules. It is through this type of repeated practice and a
gradual release of responsibility that students become adept at what may at first seem like an advanced practice.

Possible Responses

Simulation: SSimulation: Solubilitolubility modey mode

PPurpourposse:e: Students investigate different molecule combinations in the Sim to make connections about the role of
attraction between different molecules and mixing at the observable scale.

What sWhat studenttudents should do and notics should do and notice in the Sim:e in the Sim: For each of the specified pairs of molecules, students will drag the
molecules into the petri dish and first note the level of attraction between the two kinds of molecules. Then, students
press ZOOM IN to view the molecules at the nanoscale, observe the interactions between the different kinds of
molecules, and make an inference about how mixed the substances would look at the observable scale: completely
mixed, mostly mixed, slightly mixed, or not mixed. When asked for their evidence, students should attend to the
interactions between the different kinds of molecules, noting whether their shapes interlock and form outlined clusters
containing both kinds of molecules.

The teacher demonstrates the first pair of molecules (Molecules 2 and Molecules 3) for the class. Molecules 2 and
Molecules 3 have a high level of attraction, and interlock, forming clusters with black outlines that are made up of both
kinds of molecules (see clusters circled in white in the image below). The teacher concludes that this combination
would look mostly mixed at the observable scale. Note that within some clusters, Molecules 3 attract Molecules 3, but
attraction among molecules of the same kind is not the focus of this lesson.

Modeling Matter
Lesson Guides

Lesson 2.5
Activity 2
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Students then work in pairs to investigate three more molecule combinations, one of which they choose on their own.
The results for Molecules 1 and 5 and Molecules 2 and 4 are shown below. For a summary of the outcomes for other
molecule combinations, please refer to Table 2: Summary of Level of Mixing by Kind of Molecule in Overview of the Apps
in This Unit (in Unit Overview).

Lesson 2.5
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InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
Making MixturMaking Mixturees in the Simulations in the Simulation (pages 50–51)

EExxample: 2 and 3:ample: 2 and 3: high, mostly mixed, Molecules 2 and Molecules 3 are connecting to one another, forming clusters
with black outlines that are made up of both kinds of Molecules. Molecules 3 also connect to other Molecules 3.

1 and 5:1 and 5: low, not mixed, Molecules 1 and Molecules 5 don’t connect to one another and don’t form clusters made up of
both kinds of molecules.
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2 and 4:2 and 4: high, completely mixed, Molecules 2 and Molecules 4 connect to one another, forming clusters made up of
both kinds of molecules.

QQueuesstiontion
If the solid dissolves in the liquid, it means that their molecules must be highly attracted to one another. On the
nanoscale, the molecules would form clusters made up of both kinds of molecules.

Modeling Matter
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50

Nombre: ____________________________________ Fecha: ________________

Modelar la materia—Lección 2.5

Hacer mezclas en la simulación

1. En la modalidad “Solubility” de la simulación, crea las combinaciones 
de moléculas indicadas en la primera columna de la tabla en la  
página siguiente.

• En el espacio entre las dos flechas, apunta el nivel de atracción entre 
las dos moléculas. 

2. En la segunda columna, encierra en un círculo la frase que indica qué tan 
mezcladas están las dos sustancias.

3. En la tercera columna, apunta tu evidencia. ¿Qué observaste que te 
hace pensar que las sustancias van a interactuar de esa manera?

4. Responde la pregunta al final de la página siguiente.

Nivel de atracción entre 
moléculas de estas dos 
sustancias

¿Qué tan 
mezcladas 
están estas dos 
sustancias?

¿Cuál es tu evidencia?

Ejemplo: completamente 
mezcladas

prácticamente 
mezcladas

ligeramente 
mezcladas

no mezcladas

2 3

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.



51

Nombre: ____________________________________ Fecha: ________________

Modelar la materia—Lección 2.5

Hacer mezclas en la simulación (continuación)

Nivel de atracción entre 
moléculas de estas dos 
sustancias

¿Qué tan 
mezcladas 
están estas dos 
sustancias?

¿Cuál es tu evidencia?

completamente 
mezcladas

prácticamente 
mezcladas
ligeramente 
mezcladas
no mezcladas

completamente 
mezcladas

prácticamente 
mezcladas
ligeramente 
mezcladas
no mezcladas

completamente 
mezcladas

prácticamente 
mezcladas
ligeramente 
mezcladas
no mezcladas

Según lo que has aprendido acerca de las acciones de mezclar y disolver, si un 
sólido se disuelve en un líquido, ¿qué significa eso acerca de las propiedades 
de sus moléculas? Describe cómo se vería esto en la nanoescala.

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

2

1 5

4
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